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Audiovisual Integration of Letters
in the Human Brain

dalities to allow them then to interact. Therefore, brain
areas participating in, e.g., audiovisual integration would
be expected to show signs of (1) convergence (both
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auditory and visual stimuli should activate the sameHelsinki University of Technology
region) and (2) interaction (the activation evoked by au-P.O. Box 2200
diovisual stimulation should differ from the sum of uni-FIN-02015-HUT
modally presented auditory and visual activations).Espoo

Our aim was to study the human brain’s audiovisualFinland
integration mechanisms for letters, i.e., for stimuli that
have been previously associated through learning. For
literate people, the alphabet is effortlessly transformedSummary
between the auditory and visual domains (and transmit-
ted to the motor systems for speech and writing). OurLetters of the alphabet have auditory (phonemic) and
subjects received auditory, visual, and audiovisual let-visual (graphemic) qualities. To investigate the neural
ters of the roman alphabet and were required to identifyrepresentations of such audiovisual objects, we re-
them, regardless of stimulus modality. Audiovisual let-corded neuromagnetic cortical responses to audi-
ters included matching letters, in which the auditorytorily, visually, and audiovisually presented single let-
and visual stimulus corresponded to each other basedters. The auditory and visual brain activations first
on previous experience, and nonmatching (randomlyconverged around 225 ms after stimulus onset and
paired) letters. Meaningless auditory, visual, and audio-then interacted predominantly in the right temporo-
visual control stimuli were presented as well. The brainoccipito-parietal junction (280–345 ms) and the left
activations were detected with magnetoencephalogra-(380–540 ms) and right (450–535 ms) superior temporal
phy (MEG), which is well suited for noninvasive identifi-sulci. These multisensory brain areas, playing a role in
cation of cortical activity and its accurate temporal dy-audiovisual integration of phonemes and graphemes,
namics.participate in the neural network supporting the su-

pramodal concept of a “letter.” The dynamics of these
Resultsfunctions bring new insight into the interplay between

sensory and association cortices during object recog-
Behavioral Resultsnition.
Reaction times (RTs, finger lift latencies for target stim-
uli) were 505 6 20 ms (mean 6 SEM) for auditory andIntroduction
520 6 30 ms for visual letters and significantly shorter,
425 6 15 ms (p , 0.01, n 5 8, Student’s two-tailedConcepts are the vessels for abstract thought. Gener-
paired t tests), for audiovisual letters. The cumulativeally, a concept describes an entity in the external or
reaction time distributions further showed that RTs wereinternal world. Such entities typically have qualities in
faster for audiovisual letters than would have been pre-several sensory or motor modalities, each resulting in
dicted by separate processing of the auditory and visuala different neural representation, e.g., the concept “cat”
stimuli (Raab, 1962; Miller, 1986; Schröger and Wid-

is associated with a number of visual, auditory, tactile,
mann, 1998). False positive or negative responses were

and olfactory properties (Damasio and Damasio, 1992).
extremely rare.

The brain constructs multisensory interpretations of
objects; spatially overlapping and simultaneous inputs Modality-Specific Early Activations
from different sensory channels are merged into a uni- Figure 1 shows the grand average activations (minimum
fied percept (Stein and Meredith, 1993). The neural cor- current estimates) for auditory, visual, and audiovisual
relates of such integrative functions in humans are letters 60–120 ms after stimulus onset. As expected, the
largely unknown. Typically, neurons in the primary sen- auditory stimuli activated the supratemporal auditory
sory areas respond to stimuli in one sensory modality, cortices, and the visual stimuli activated the occipital
whereas some neurons in the association areas (Thomp- visual areas close to midline; the audiovisual stimuli
son et al., 1962; Pandya and Yeterian, 1985) respond seemed to activate the areas that were activated by
specifically to combinations of different modalities, such auditory and visual unimodal stimuli. At this early la-
as audiovisual (Benevento et al., 1977) stimuli. tency, activations to letters and control stimuli (data

Sensory-specific cortices feed multisensory areas not shown) were quite similar; at later latencies, some
that contain unimodal patches representing different differences were observed. To detect convergence of
sensory modalities; multisensory neurons are often auditory and visual activations and audiovisual interac-
found at zones between the patches (Clemo et al., 1991; tions, more sophisticated analysis methods were em-
Seltzer et al., 1996; Cusick, 1997). Such an organization ployed.
would first converge signals from different sensory mo-

Convergence of Auditory and Visual Activations
The auditory and visual activations converged (i.e., the* To whom correspondence should be addressed (e-mail: tommi@

neuro.hut.fi). activated areas overlapped) maximally in the lateral mid-
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Figure 1. Early Brain Activations

Minimum current estimate (MCE) source locations for auditory, vi-
sual, and audiovisual letters from 60 to 120 ms, displayed on the
surface of a triangulated standard brain. The auditory stimuli acti-
vated the supratemporal auditory cortices bilaterally, while the visual

Figure 2. A 1 V versus AV Responsesstimuli activated the occipital visual cortex. The audiovisual stimuli
(Top) Grand average response waveforms. The difference betweenactivated both types of sensory-specific cortices. The occipital acti-
the traces reflects the audiovisual interaction.vations are weaker than the temporal activations (the visual stimuli
(Bottom) The ([A 1 V] – AV) subtraction waveform amplitudes (bars)were small and simple). The size of the MCE color spot, projected
across subjects (data from individual subjects), separately forto the surface of the boundary element model, does not only reflect
matching audiovisual letters (AVLm) and control stimuli. For thisthe size of the activated brain area (a larger area producing a larger
comparison, the signals from the two orthogonal sensors at eachspot); it also depends on the depth of the activation (a deeper source
of the 61 measurement locations were combined (vector summing,is reflected as a larger spot on the surface of the brain model) and
see Experimental Procedures).on the strength of the activation (a stronger activation results in a

brighter and larger spot). The black dots in the supratemporal corti-
ces bilaterally show the source locations for the auditory 100 ms

subjects) and within areas (p , 0.01, n 5 8, for eachresponses (the corresponding Talairach coordinates are listed in
area separately).Table 1).

The interaction was strongest at 345 6 20 ms (mean 6
SEM) for letters and at 375 6 20 ms for control stimuli,
without significant latency differences between the fourtemporal areas. Convergence areas, time courses, and

strengths were quite similar for letters and controls. areas. The strength of interaction significantly exceeded
the noise level from 275 6 15 to 495 6 40 ms for lettersConvergence is characterized further in conjunction with

sources of audiovisual interaction. and from 310 6 20 to 435 6 25 ms for control stimuli.
Interaction for nonmatching audiovisual letters

(AVLnm) was also suppressive and significantly strongerAudiovisual Interaction: Signals
Figure 2 compares the sum of responses to auditory than for control stimuli (p , 0.001 across the areas, n 5

8); the difference was significant in the bilateral temporaland visual stimuli (A 1 V) with responses to audiovisual
stimuli (AV); the difference reflects audiovisual interac- and right occipital areas (p 5 0.002–0.024, n 5 8). For

these signals, the strengths of interaction did not differtion. The upper panel shows grand average A 1 V and
AV responses over four brain areas (the left and right between matching and nonmatching audiovisual letters.

The effect was maximal at 370 6 30 ms and significantlytemporal and occipital areas) showing the largest inter-
action effect, separately for matching audiovisual letters above noise level from 275 6 20 to 475 6 40 ms.

The above values were picked from channels showing(AVLm) and control stimuli. In the great majority of cases,
the effect was clearly suppressive (AV , A 1 V), sug- the maximum interaction effect for letters. In channels

showing maximal interaction for control stimuli, the in-gesting that the simultaneous A and V stimuli inhibit
each other. The lower panel shows the mean 6 SEM teraction was typically about equally strong for letters

and controls. Thus, interaction could occur for both let-differences ([A 1 V] 2 AV within a 100 ms time window
centered at the latency of the difference maximum). The ters and control stimuli, but some areas showed signifi-

cantly stronger interaction for letters.letters showed a significantly stronger interaction than
controls, both across the four areas (p , 0.001, n 5 In addition to the suppressive interaction described

above, two subjects showed clear potentiation at some8, Student’s two-tailed paired t-test, collapsed within
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the 100 ms time window centered at the interaction
maximum for matching letters.

Figure 4A shows the grand average areas for interac-
tion at 380–540 ms, separately for matching letters (up-
per) and control stimuli (lower). Table 1 lists the Talairach
coordinates and the interaction latencies for these
source areas, along with the coordinates of the auditory
and visual projection cortices. Again, audiovisual inter-
action was prominent in five brain areas. The LFP and
RF regions showed interaction starting at about 160 ms
(earlier than the time window presented here), without
clear differences between letters and controls. Interac-
tion in the RTOP starting at 280 ms was followed by
interaction at 380 ms in the left and 70 ms later in the
STS; these three areas showed stronger interaction for
letters than for control stimuli.

Figure 4B shows the grand average time courses of
left STS activation for auditory, visual, and audiovisual
stimulation, separately for matching letters versus non-
matching letters versus control stimuli. The first gray
belt (C) shows the time span when the auditory and
visual activations converged in the left STS. Conver-
gence reached its maximum in STS at 200 ms (above
2/3 of maximum at 125–445 ms); convergence time span
was quite similar across the above five brain regions
(maximum at 225 6 10 ms). In all these areas, conver-

Figure 3. Individual Sources of Interaction for Letters
gence was similar for letters and controls. The later

(A) Interaction sources from all subjects at all latencies on a standard gray belt (IA) shows the time span when audiovisualbrain. The red dots indicate the areas showing audiovisual interac-
interaction (lowest panel), evident as smaller responsestion, while the white dots show the auditory and visual sensory
to audiovisual than auditory stimuli (arrows), occurredprojection cortices. The black circles outline the main grand average

interaction source areas (Figure 4A, upper row). in left STS (maximal at 465 ms, above 2/3 of maximum
(B) Interaction (mean 6 SEM) across subjects in left STS, separately at 380–540 ms); interaction was 61% weaker for controls
for matching letters, nonmatching letters, and control stimuli. than for matching letters in the time period 465 6 50

ms (peak latency 6 50 ms). RTOP showed 43% and
right STS 67% weaker interaction for controls than for

latencies over few areas; such cases were, however, matching letters.
too few to allow meaningful statistical comparisons. Re- Clearly different interactions for matching than non-
sponse potentiations were thus not characterized matching audiovisual letters were observed in both left
further. and right STS; the effect was 57% weaker in the left

STS and 58% weaker in the right STS for nonmatching
letters (time windows 465 6 50 and 495 6 50 ms, respec-Audiovisual Interaction: Source Activations
tively). In RTOP, the interaction was strongest for non-Figure 3A shows the individual interaction areas for let-
matching (340 6 50 ms) and fairly similar for matchingters at all latencies. The sources (red dots) from individ-
letters; the effect was 54%/43% weaker for controlsual subjects are projected on the surface of a standard
than for nonmatching and matching letters, respectively.brain. The bilateral supratemporal (ST) auditory cortices
All the reported differences between categories clearly(generators of the auditory 100 ms response) and the
exceed the noise level, being 4.2 6 0.4 times strongervisual calcarine cortex (generators of the visual 90 ms
than activity during the prestimulus baseline.response) are shown for comparison (white dots). Inter-

action was most consistently observed in five brain ar-
eas. In the left hemisphere, all eight subjects showed Discussion
clear interaction in the superior temporal lobe (seven in
the superior temporal sulcus (STS) and one in posterior Cortical Network Supporting

Audiovisual IntegrationST cortex) and four subjects in the frontoparietal region
(LFP). In the right hemisphere, the main interactions In the present study, we were able to identify the multi-

sensory cortical network that combines auditory (pho-occurred in the frontal cortex (RF, six subjects), the
temporo-occipito-parietal junction (RTOP, seven sub- nemic) and visual (graphemic) aspects of letters of the

alphabet and to determine the time courses of the asso-jects), and in the STS (four subjects).
Figure 3B compares the interaction in the left STS ciated events. For audiovisual stimuli, the sensory-spe-

cific auditory and visual projection areas were first acti-sources across stimulus categories (data from individual
subjects). Interaction was strongest for matching letters vated strongly at 60–120 ms. These activations were

apparently forwarded to multisensory areas that aroundat 390 6 50 ms (mean 6 SEM); the interaction was 47%
weaker for nonmatching letters (p 5 0.02, n 5 8) and 225 ms received maximal input from both sensory mo-

dalities as a sign of convergence. For matching letters,73% weaker for control stimuli (p , 0.001, n 5 8) in
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Figure 4. Grand Average Interaction Sources and Time Courses of Left STS Activations

(A) The interaction sources are shown separately for letters and control stimuli. The effect is shown from 380 to 540 ms, when the bilateral
STS sources showed strongest interaction. The main interaction areas are marked with white circles. Interaction in LFP, RF, and, partially,
even in RTOP occurred earlier than the illustrated time window; consequently, these sources are not optimally visible. Some discrepancy
between the circles and the color maps stems from the different procedure in projecting the sources to the brain surface (the circles directly
toward the viewing direction and the color maps along the radius of the conductor model).
(B) Grand average activation time courses of the left STS interaction source. The three upper panels show the time courses for auditory,
visual, and audiovisual stimulation, separately for letters (audiovisual separately for matching and nonmatching letters) and control stimuli.
The arrows point at the activation that was dampened for audiovisual as compared with auditory stimuli. The gray shadings highlight the time
windows when convergence of the auditory and visual activations (C) and audiovisual interaction (IA) were maximal. For interaction (lowest
curves), the differences between matching and nonmatching letters were 4.5 times and between matching letters and control stimuli 4.9 times
stronger (time window, 465 6 50 ms) than the prestimulus noise level. Amplitude scales, 0–12 nAm for letters (horizontal dashed lines at 4
nAm) and 0–4 nAm for interaction; the time scale is from –100 to 1000 ms.

in which the auditory and visual stimuli had been associ- tions really reflect multisensory integration in the human
brain. (1) The experimental design required the subjectsated through extensive previous learning, we observed a

suppressive interaction around 380–540 ms. For control to relate the auditory and visual letters to each other.
(2) The reaction times were faster for audiovisual thanstimuli and nonmatching letters, the interaction was sig-

nificantly weaker. Thus, as a result of convergence and for unimodal stimuli. This phenomenon could result from
two different mechanisms. The audiovisual stimuli mightinteraction of the auditory and visual activations, the

phoneme and the grapheme were integrated. be processed separately in the auditory and visual do-
mains, and the quicker of the two processes could initi-We consider, for several reasons, that these observa-

Table 1. Talairach Coordinates and Latencies of the Sources

Sensory Projection Cortices (60–120 ms) x y z

Left auditory cortex 253 225 110
Right auditory cortex 155 214 112
Visual primary cortex 17 281 16

Interaction Latencies

Interaction Sources x y z Peak (Above 2/3 of Peak)

Left frontoparietal (LFP) 246 217 135 245 ms (155–250 ms)
Left superior temporal sulcus (LSTS) 253 231 0 465 ms (380–540 ms)

Right frontal (RF) 142 14 121 305 ms (160–470 ms)
Right temporo-occipito-parietal (RTOP) 145 249 120 340 ms (280–345 ms)
Right superior temporal sulcus (RSTS) 148 231 16 495 ms (450–535 ms)
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ate the motor response (“race model”; Raab, 1962). Al- audiovisual letters. A study of patients with RTOP le-
ternatively, the speeded RTs could result from combined sions has suggested for this area a perceptual classifica-
processing of the auditory and visual stimuli (“coactiva- tion function (Warrington and Taylor, 1973), which is
tion model”; Miller, 1986). In accordance with previous critically important for feature analysis of letters, as their
results (Miller, 1986; Schröger and Widmann, 1998), the physical properties in natural speech and handwriting
cumulative RT distributions revealed that the speeded vary widely. RTOP is also activated during phonological
RTs reflected audiovisual integration not race model– (but not semantic) processing of visually presented
like competition. (3) The brain activations triggered by words, suggesting an audiovisual conversion function
auditory and visual stimuli converged. (4) The sum of (Price et al., 1997). The timing of this interaction (onset
unimodal activations differed from audiovisual activa- 100 ms prior to left STS) would be consistent with both
tion, implying multisensory interaction. (5) In some brain functions.
areas, the interactions differed between matching let- The location of the LFP source in the Rolandic region
ters, nonmatching letters, and control stimuli, showing would agree with somatomotor activation. However, the
that the type and combination of stimuli were also impor- subjects only responded to targets and with the hand
tant for the interaction. (left) ipsilateral to the Rolandic activation. The source

The audiovisual convergence, clearest in the temporal volume extended anteriorily to areas that have been
areas bilaterally, was remarkably similar for letters and associated with audiovisual attention (frontal eye fields)
controls, suggesting that the sensory-specific cortices and audiovisual–motor integration (Bodner et al., 1996;
do not necessarily gate the access to multisensory ar- Paus, 1996; Iacoboni et al., 1998) and a variety of lan-
eas, so that even unrecognized stimuli can proceed fur- guage functions (Ojemann, 1992), including semantic
ther. Consequently, any two stimuli can be associated processing of both auditorily and visually presented
through learning, even if the relation between them is words (Chee et al., 1999). Similarly as in the current
arbitrary, as for letters. study, this region has been shown to be activated quite

Audiovisual interaction was prominent in five brain early during visual imagery of single letters (Raij, 1999).
areas. The LFP and the RF regions showed interaction The time course and reactivity of LFP (earliest interac-
quite early and did not differentiate between letters and tion, no distinction between letters and controls) would
control stimuli. The interaction in the RTOP and the left suggest a rather general function related to audiovisual
and right STS occurred later and was stronger for letters attention.
than for controls. This finding suggests that the over-
learned association between phonemes and graphemes Intermodal Potentiation versus Suppression
has resulted in an organizational change in these brain The brain associates across senses stimuli that might
areas. In the following, we discuss separately the main arise from the same origin (for reviews, see Stein and
areas participating in the neural network where the au- Meredith, 1993; Stein, 1998). For example, stimuli that
diovisual interaction occurred. occur in the same spatial location (spatial coincidence)

The left posterior STS, a part of Wernicke’s area, are merged, provided that they occur more or less simul-
showed prominent audiovisual integration of letters in

taneously (temporal coincidence). When this happens,
all eight subjects. The primate STS contains auditory,

subcortical structures (especially the superior colliculus)
visual, and association areas (Barnes and Pandya, 1992;

interact with multisensory cortex, evidently to produce
Seltzer et al., 1996; Cusick, 1997). In humans, the left

orientation-related motor acts (Stein et al., 1988; WallaceSTS contains critical areas for comprehension of both
and Stein, 1994; Peck et al., 1995; Wallace et al., 1996).spoken and written words (Ojemann et al., 1989; Démo-
The rules governing multisensory integration appearnet et al., 1992; Howard et al., 1992; Fiez et al., 1995;
quite similar in subcortical and cortical structures,Price et al., 1996; Abdullaev and Posner, 1998), although
though some differences exist (Stein and Wallace, 1996).regions that are activated by both speech and text can
Typically, multisensory neurons show potentiation tovary with word category (Damasio et al., 1996; Martin
spatiotemporally coinciding stimuli, so that the re-et al., 1996) and experimental task (Price et al., 1997;
sponse to a multisensory stimulus can be even manyChee et al., 1999). The left STS has also been implicated
times stronger than the corresponding unimodal activa-in auditory processing of visually presented letters
tions. Multisensory suppression is also known to occur,(Sergent et al., 1992) and in visual imagery of auditorily
mainly when the stimuli do not coincide across sensespresented letters (Raij, 1999). The current study strongly
spatially and/or temporally (Kadunce et al., 1997).supports the role of the left STS in audiovisual encoding

We observed, especially in the left STS, clear suppres-and transformation of single letters. The right STS has
sion of the audiovisual activations, compared with audi-been implied in reading words and nonwords (Paulesu
tory activations (Figure 4B, arrows). This MEG signalet al., 2000), and it could play a similar functional role
decrease cannot be explained by cancellation of cur-as the left STS. However, as the audiovisual interaction
rents in the STS region, as the source currents werestarted about 70 ms later in the right than in the left
similarly directed (downward) during unimodal (auditorySTS, the right STS signals could also reflect activation
and visual) activations. Thus, the suppression mostthrough bilaterally symmetrical callosal connections.
likely reflects neuronal level interactions. How does thisThe STS cortices of both hemispheres showed clearly
suppression then relate to the animal data cited abovestronger interaction for matching than nonmatching let-
and to previous human recordings?ters, suggesting that these areas are mainly responsible

First, the earliest multisensory studies mainly usedfor the audiovisual integration process.
behaviorally irrelevant stimuli such as flashes of lightThe RTOP showed clear interactions for letters, but it

did not distinguish between matching and nonmatching and clicks of sound. More ecologically valid stimuli have
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recently been introduced, with the auditory and visual
stimuli coinciding in space and time (e.g., Sams et al.,
1991; Calvert et al., 2000). However, such stimuli also
clearly differ from the present stimuli, which were en-
tirely culture-based artifacts (letters of the alphabet),
where the auditory (phonemic) and visual (graphemic)
stimuli have, through life-long learning, been associated
with each other according to totally arbitrary rules.
Learning can lead to suppression of cortical responses;
for example, perceptual/priming visual learning is asso-
ciated with decreased signal amplitudes in electrophysi-
ological, PET, and fMRI recordings (Kok and de Jong,
1980; Raichle et al., 1994; Büchel et al., 1999; for recent
reviews, see Desimone, 1996; Wiggs and Martin, 1998).
This type of learning apparently leads to optimization
of activation in the local network, which can result in
improved recognition of the stimulus in noisy conditions
(Dosher and Lu, 1998; Gold et al., 1999). The process
could be compared to sharpening of neuronal tuning,
resulting in suppressed responses (Hurlbert, 2000). Ac-
cordingly, when the simultaneously presented graph-
eme and phoneme “match” with each other according
to previous experience (overlearned situation), the re-
sponses in the local neural network in STS could be
relatively suppressed. The stronger signal amplitudes

Figure 5. Stimuli and Tasksfor nonmatching audiovisual letters and audiovisual
The letter “R” (auditory, visual, or audiovisual) is the current target.control stimuli, in which the audiovisual combination
The stimuli were presented in a randomly ordered sequence, whereis novel, might reflect suboptimal tuning in the local
a single stimulus could represent any of the 12 categories. Thenetwork.
required response to the target was a left index finger lift. We used

Second, it is to be noted that, until now, multisensory the letter names as auditory stimuli, but, because in the Finnish
potentiation has mainly been shown at the level of single language a letter is pronounced always similarly, regardless of other
neurons. Noninvasive electroencephalographic (EEG) surrounding letters, these did not largely differ from the associated

phonemes. However, the neural networks converting graphemesand MEG recordings pick up synchronous (mass) activ-
to phonemes might be partially differently organized in differentity of thousands of neurons, and previous EEG and MEG
languages. For example, Italians reading aloud visually presentedmultisensory studies have almost exclusively shown
words (and nonwords) activate the left superior temporal gyrus moresuppressive not potentiative audiovisual interactions
strongly than English readers, probably because Italian (like Finnish)

(Morrell, 1968; Davis et al., 1972; Squires et al., 1977; has a very consistent grapheme–phoneme relation, whereas, in En-
Busch et al., 1989; Schröger and Widmann, 1998; Giard glish, a letter can correspond to many phonemic expressions
and Peronnet, 1999). It thus seems that the net audiovi- (Paulesu et al., 2000).
sual interaction effect can be suppressive, while some
neurons show multisensory potentiation.

modal representations in sensory-specific cortices haveLetters are abstract concepts in the sense that they
been suggested to communicate through multisensoryare effortlessly transformed between the auditory and
nodes (Mesulam, 1998). Our results agree with such avisual domains, even in the absence of spatial and tem-
view by showing that integration occurs mainly in areasporal coincidence between the phonemes and graph-
other than the sensory-specific auditory or visual corti-emes. During learning of the alphabet, spatiotemporal
ces; recognition and recall of multisensory aspects ofcoincidence is, however, apparently required; when you
concepts should, thus, critically depend on proper func-were taught letters of the alphabet, the school teacher
tioning of the multisensory nodes. Damage to differentprobably tapped at a mystical figure at the blackboard
parts of the network supporting a concept apparentlywhile producing the “corresponding” sound. In learning
results in different types of functional deficits (McCarthyto associate a given grapheme with a certain phoneme,
and Warrington, 1988; Damasio et al., 1996; Martin et al.,both potentiative and suppressive processes apparently
1996). Although we did not find audiovisual interaction intake place in the local network (reviewed in Bear, 1996).
sensory-specific cortices, the division between uni-Our results suggest that, at the learning phase, one
modal and multisensory areas is not absolute; sensorywould expect a weaker net audiovisual suppression than
projection cortices can, under certain conditions, re-in the fully learned situation. Thus, learned abstract au-
ceive modulating input from other modalities (Bental etdiovisual associations are apparently reflected as sup-
al., 1968; Sams et al., 1991; Yaka et al., 1999).pression in EEG/MEG recordings of the association

One of the greatest challenges in neuroscience is tocortex.
understand how different parts of the brain, receiving
information about the external world through differentNeuronal Representation of Concepts
sensory channels, communicate to produce a holisticand Multisensory Binding
internal representation of a given object. This “bindingThe current study offers some insight into the neural

representations of abstract concepts in general. Uni- problem” has mainly been studied within the visual sys-
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were digitally low-pass filtered at 40 Hz, and response amplitudestem and by means of the brain’s oscillatory signals (Eck-
were measured with respect to a 100 ms prestimulus baseline.horn et al., 1988; Livingstone and Hubel, 1988; Gray and

Anatomical data for all subjects were obtained from 1.5 T mag-Singer, 1989; Roelfsema et al., 1996). The problem is
netic resonance images (MRIs); one subject was excluded from

also multisensory, and the present study shows clear MEG analysis due to an arachnoideal cyst in the MRI. To align MEG
learning-based binding across modalities. Clarifying the and MRI data, the position of the head with respect to the sensor

array was calculated from magnetic signals produced by currentsneural basis of multisensory integration should greatly
fed into three small coils attached to the scalp (Ahonen et al., 1993).enhance understanding the brain implementation of
The position of the coils with respect to the nasion and the twobinding in general.
preauricular points was measured with a 3D digitizer.

The responses from the two recording sessions were found to be
Experimental Procedures

highly replicable within subjects; thus, they were averaged to further
increase the S/N ratio.

Subjects and Stimuli
Averaged responses were compared across categories. To ex-

Nine healthy literate adults (age 22–32 years, five males, eight right
clude responses associated with immediate motor processes, only

handed) were presented with a sequence consisting of auditory,
responses to nontargets were considered. Two main comparisons

visual, and audiovisual (simultaneous auditory and visual) stimuli.
were made to reveal audiovisual interaction effects: (1) (AL 1 VL) –

The auditory stimuli were digital recordings of 20 phonemic expres-
AVLm, the sum of responses to auditory and visual letters minus

sions of the Finnish language, representing single letters (names of
responses to audiovisual letters (matching pairs); (2) (AC 1 VC) –

letters ACDEGHIJKLNOPQRSTUVY, duration 300 6 10 ms), and of
AVC, the sum of responses to auditory and visual controls minus

20 different auditory control stimuli that were processed from the
responses to audiovisual controls (random pairs). A third compari-

letter stimuli to become unpronounceable and unrecognizable as
son, (3) (AL 1 VL) – AVLnm, the sum of responses to auditory and

letters but were of the same duration and contained the same gen-
visual letters minus responses to nonmatching audiovisual letters

eral amplitude envelope and carrier frequency. The monophonic
(random pairs), was made as well.

sounds were delivered to the subjects binaurally through plastic
The response strengths were compared after calculating the vec-

tubes and earpieces.
tor sums for each orthogonal channel pair at the 61 measurement

The visual stimuli were capital letters corresponding to the 20
locations:

auditory letters (ACDEGHIJKLNOPQRSTUVY, duration 255 ms) and
20 control nonletter stimuli prepared by decomposing the letters and √(dBz/dx)2 1 (dBz/dy)2

rotating and shifting individual parts of them (no symbols carrying a
semantic meaning were allowed). The visual stimuli covered 48 of where Bz is the measured magnetic flux component.
the central visual field and were presented on a rectangular white Vector sums simplify the analysis of evoked responses when the
background, projected into the measurement chamber with a data orientation of the source current varies strongly with only small
projector. accompanying changes in location of the generating current, as

Figure 5 shows the 12 different stimulus categories. All 12 different often occurs in highly convoluted cortical areas. The (A 1 V) sum
types of stimuli were presented in a single, randomly ordered se- was calculated before vector summing; otherwise, negative A and
quence, once every 1.5 s; evoked responses were averaged sepa- V signal values could have produced uncontrolled results. The re-
rately for each category. All categories were equiprobable, except sponses and the source estimates are slightly biased toward
categories five and six, which were half as probable as any other stronger A 1 V than AV activity due to measurement noise, but this
single category. At least three different stimuli occurred between is negligible, as can be clearly seen from the diminutive difference
successive presentations of the same stimulus. For audiovisual con- during the baseline period (Figure 2). The bias does not affect com-
trol stimuli, any auditory control could appear randomly with any of parisons between letters and control stimuli because noise is similar
the visual controls, and the pairs were not fixed. for both.

The subject’s task was to lift the left index finger as quickly and Visual inspection of the evoked responses clearly suggested that
accurately as possible to a target letter. The target probability was the largest interaction effects were suppressive (i.e., the sum of
evenly distributed across all letters. The target was changed ran- responses for unimodal A and V stimulation was larger than the
domly (on average, every 50 stimuli) with a preceding audiovisual response for AV stimulation). Thus, for each subject, the MEG chan-
warning stimulus, followed by audiovisual presentation of the new nel (vector sum of a sensor pair) showing the maximum interaction
target. For audiovisual targets, the same letter was presented audi- for matching letters (AVLm) was identified, and the peak latencies
torily and visually, whereas the subject was instructed not to lift the and mean amplitudes within 650 ms from the peak latency were
finger for nonmatching audiovisually presented letters where one measured separately for four areas. For control stimuli (and non-
stimulus was the target while the other was not (“semitargets”). The matching letters), the interaction effects were measured from the
task thus required the subjects to relate the auditory and visual same channel to ensure that the signals were generated in about the
letters to each other. same brain locations. Finally, the time windows when the interaction

The recordings were carried out during two identical 30 min ses- effects were .2 SD above the prestimulus noise level were mea-
sions on separate days. All necessary instructions were given imme- sured. To ascertain that similar response components were com-
diately before the measurement. pared, the time windows for comparisons 2 and 3 were required to

overlap at least partially with the time window of comparison 1; in
the great majority of cases, the comparison epochs overlappedRecordings and Data Analysis
anyway. For the interaction effect offsets, latencies before 1000 msCerebral magnetic signals were recorded with a whole-scalp 122
were considered.channel planar SQUID (superconducting quantum interference de-

vice) magnetometer (Neuromag-122) (Ahonen et al., 1993) in a mag-
netically shielded room. The instrument measures two orthogonal Source Estimation

To estimate the neural currents from the MEG data, we used thetangential derivatives of the magnetic field at 61 measurement sites,
giving the largest signal just above a dipolar source (for a review of minimum current estimate (MCE) (Uutela et al., 1999), an implemen-

tation of the minimum l1-norm estimate (Matsuura and Okabe, 1995).MEG, see Hämäläinen et al., 1993). The signals were band-pass
filtered at 0.03–100 Hz and digitized at 397 Hz. MCE explains the measured signals with a current distribution that

has the smallest sum of current amplitudes. The estimate is calcu-The signals were averaged online, with an analysis period ex-
tending from 100 ms prestimulus to 1500 ms poststimulus. Vertical lated separately for each time sample. The source area was individu-

ally restricted into the subject’s brain, but the regions in the middleand horizontal electrooculograms (passband 0.3–100 Hz) were re-
corded from electrodes above and below the left eye and lateral to of the brain were neglected because such currents produce only

weak magnetic fields outside the head. The cerebellum was alsothe eyes, and epochs contaminated by eyeblinks or eye movements
(signals exceeding 6150 mV) were automatically discarded from the neglected because preliminary analysis did not indicate strong sig-

nals originating from it. As sources in the basal brain surface areaverages. During offline analysis of the signals, the averaged signals
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particularly sensitive to artifacts (arising from, e.g., heart and eye), tory and visual stimuli on single cells in the primary visual cortex of
unanesthetized unrestrained cats. Exp. Neurol. 20, 341–351.some activations in temporal poles were not characterized further.

To eliminate any low-frequency measurement noise, the linear Bodner, M., Kroger, J., and Fuster, J.M. (1996). Auditory memory
trends between baselines of two successive stimuli were removed. cells in dorsolateral prefrontal cortex. Neuroreport 7, 1905–1908.

We then searched for areas showing significant convergence and
Büchel, C., Coull, J.T., and Friston, K.J. (1999). The predictive value

calculated (separately for each subject, time point, and location)
of changes in effective connectivity for human learning. Science

the MCE of auditorily and visually evoked activity and selected the
283, 1538–1541.

smaller one (minimum). The current orientations were discarded.
Busch, C., Wilson, G., Orr, C., and Papanicolaou, A. (1989). Crossmo-Because of the spatial resolution of the method, we smoothed the
dal interactions of auditory stimulus presentation on the visualMCE spatially using Gaussian kernel with 1 cm width. Further, as
evoked magnetic response. In Advances in Biomagnetism, S.J. Wil-in behavioral experiments auditory and visual stimuli can interact
liamson, M. Hoke, G. Stroink, and M. Kotani, eds. (New York: Plenumat least within a 100 ms time window (McGrath and Summerfield,
Press), pp. 221–224.1985; Aunon and Keirn, 1990), we low-pass filtered the MCE tempo-

rally using a Gaussian kernel with 650 ms width. Our claims about Calvert, G.A., Campbell, R., and Brammer, M.J. (2000). Evidence
convergence are thus spatially accurate within 1 cm and temporally from functional magnetic resonance imaging of crossmodal binding
within 650 ms. in the human heteromodal cortex. Curr. Biol. 10, 649–657.

The interaction effect was studied by calculating the MCE of the Chee, M.W.L., O’Craven, K.M., Bergida, R., Rosen, B.R., and Savoy,
linear combination of measured responses, (A 1 V) – AV. The re- R.L. (1999). Auditory and visual word processing studies with fMRI.
sulting MCEs and amplitude values show the absolute (rectified) Hum. Brain Mapp. 7, 15–28.
interaction strengths. Thus, the suppressive and potentiative inter-

Clemo, H.R., Meredith, M.A., Wallace, M., and Stein, B. (1991). Is
actions can reflect equally in the source strengths.

the cortex of cat anterior ectosylvian sulcus a polysensory area?
The brain volumes showing the strongest MCEs were selected

Soc. Neurosci. Abstr. 17, 1585.
manually, with the center and extent automatically adjusted to the

Cusick, C.G. (1997). The superior temporal polysensory region inmaximal activity. The time course of the activity within the selected
monkeys. In Cerebral Cortex: Extrastriate Cortex in Primates,Volumevolume was then calculated as a spatially weighted average of the
12, K.S. Rockland, J.H. Kaas, and A. Peters, eds. (New York: Plenumestimate; the weight was maximal in the center of the volume and
Press), pp. 435–468.decayed radially with the form of a three-dimensional Gaussian

kernel. Damasio, A.R., and Damasio, H. (1992). Brain and language. Sci.
The estimates were studied both as a grand average across sub- Am. 267, 87–95.

jects and separately for each subject. For grand averages, the indi- Damasio, H., Grabowski, T.J., Tranel, D., Hichwa, R.D., and Damasio,
vidual estimates were first spatially aligned with a piecewise linear A.R. (1996). A neural basis for lexical retrieval. Nature 380, 499–505.
transformation based on the locations of anterior and posterior com-

Davis, H., Osterhammel, P.A., Wier, C.C., and Gjerdingen, D.B.missures and the size of the brain (Talairach and Tournoux, 1988).
(1972). Slow vertex potentials: interactions among auditory, tactile,To visualize the estimates, the activity was projected on the surface
electric and visual stimuli. Electroencephalogr. Clin. Neurophysiol.of a standard brain (Roland and Zilles, 1996) and color coded. As
33, 537–545.the activations from the left-handed subject did not differ in any
Démonet, J., Chollet, R., Ramsay, S., Cardebat, D., Nespoulous, J.,major way from other subjects, his data were included in the statisti-
Wise, R., Rascol, A., and Frackowiak, R. (1992). The anatomy ofcal comparisons.
phonological and semantic processing in normal subjects. Brain
115, 1753–1768.
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